To introduce the regulations of space group combining with a symmetry operation, put an orientation ball at a position shift away from the lattice tops is a good way [1]. However, based on the fundamental knowledge of "lattice", it often occurs that the tops of a lattice "should be" the positions of "atom balls" thought by most beginnings in teaching practice. This "thought" leads them never deduce out those regulations in symmetry operations and often misleads a wrong conclusion. As a beginning one wishes watching movies and pictures instead of mathematical deduction or vector calculation. It easily arises that a lattice has eight tops with atom balls. This "idea" lets the orientation balls shifting away from the lattice tops become difficult to understand. Nevertheless, the balls with a sign of "comma" in the middle are also difficult to understand that they can stand for a certain orientation because ball is circle. "Tops" and "directions" are two troubles in learning crystallographic symmetry and symmetry operations for those beginnings. How to guide them to overcome the two fences is an important step that will lead those beginnings to a never understanding status, on one hand, or let them understand throughout all regulations of space group(s) combining with a symmetry operation on the other. From teaching practice, a polyhedral at lattice tops could overcome both difficulties at position and in orientation. First, a polyhedral is always in orientation, even it is a cubic. This is easily understood. Secondly the centre of a polyhedral could easily meet with the tops of a lattice; it lets students easily understand "a lattice has eight tops occupied -a natural thought by beginnings". This way let them easily understand and deduce all regulations in crystallographic symmetry operations, such as a body-centred lattice combining with a symmetry plane (m) produces n symmetry operation at 1/4t, etc. see figures below.
